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ABSTRACT
VisualAudioDesign (VAD) is an attempt to design audio in a visual
way. The frequency-domain visualized as a spectrogram construed
as pixel data can be manipulated with image filters. Thereby, an
approach is described to get away from direct DSP parameter ma-
nipulation to a more comprehensible sound design. Virtual Reality
(VR) offers immersive insights into data and embodied interaction
in the virtual environment. VAD and VR combined enrich spectral
editing with a natural work-flow. Therefore, a design paper proto-
type for interaction with audio data in an virtual environment was
used and examined.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the beginning of the past century, electronic devices like the
playback-machine PBG 2 (cf. [1], inventory number: 30613) indi-
cates, that a spectrogram can be transformed back to the time-
domain. It was demonstrated in electric-acoustical lectures to help
students understand the frequency-domain and the corresponding
transformations.

Nowadays, spectrograms are a common method to analyze audio
signals. For instance, after applying and processing audio effects,
the spectrogram can demonstrate the impact of the modifications.
However, process and analysis tools are usually separated. Although
interaction within the visual analysis provides a more comprehen-
sible audio design [7] (VisualAudioDesign, VAD).

Common spectogram manipulations are transposition, restora-
tion, and compression. Thus, the visual manipulation can also be
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utilized for more advanced spectral editing [16]. Particularly be-
cause little spectral modifications are not experienced as unnatural
or synthetic (compare [11]).

A spectrogram, construed as a pixel-based representation, can
be treated with image processing to achieve a VAD. This is an
opportunity in contrast to direct value input of the DSP algorithm’s
parameter, for a more comprehensible sound design. In recent years,
Virtual Reality (VR) became popular in the game industry, but also
adds great potential for visualization and immersive analytics by
means of natural interaction. VAD manipulation in the VR is a
promising way to work with audio data in a 3D environment in a
creative and comprehensible manner.

2 RELATEDWORK
The related work is divided into the research fields VisualAudioDe-
sign (image-based spectral editing) and Virtual Reality, which are
then combined in a single concept in Section 3.

2.1 VisualAudioDesign
Spectral editing is often achieved as some kind of a drawing tool. Fre-
quencies are filtered (rejected) with an eraser, as well as rectangles
are cut out of the frequency-domain, which are then transformed
and transposed [7]. In addition, polygonal and freehand selection
techniques [3] allow even more freedom for damping, enforcing,
and duplicatingmagnitudes, as well as for time-stretching [2]. More-
over, filters and transpositions with metaphorical manipulations of
the frequency-domain with fluid simulation are indicated [8].

Also, a sparse audio representation is used to manipulate au-
dio in a vector graphic based manner [17], instead of actual pixel
manipulation.

Analyzed partials are replicated for creating new or hybrid
sounds (spectral mapping) [21] and are used for audio morphs.
Furthermore, partials are edited via multi-touch as well [9].

2.2 Virtual Reality
To understand the concept of VisualAudioDesign (VAD) in conjunc-
tion with Virtual Reality (VR), it is important to first understand
the terms immersion and emersion in context [12]. Immersion is
defined as diving into the virtual environment and refers to the
complete entry into an artificial world, the virtual reality [4].

This concept of immersion refers to a condition, in which the user
loses consciousness of being in an artificial world. The user engages
with all his senses in the experience and can interact within this
environment. In contrast, emersion provides an overview, rather
like the bird’s eye perspective as a top-down view.

For instance, the metaphor of thewindow in desktop applications,
in which the user perceives and acts from the outside, refers to the
term emersion (c.f. [12]).
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Figure 1: Paper prototype setup.
A consistently folded piece of paper impersonates a 3D spec-
trogram for real-world examination. Different views at the
time-frequency-domain yield waveform, spectrum (see Fig.
2), and spectrogram as typical audio visualizations.

With a glance at the benefits of VR, [23] recommend to use
those in order to allow the user to accomplish or display things,
that are usually not possible within a real environment and use it
for a data-driven experience. Additionally, interactive systems can
significantly influence and improve the user’s experience [13].

In terms of VAD it is relevant to mention, that the structure of
a sound is difficult to recognize without proper training, and any
visual assistance enhances that recognition [15]. Therefore, the as-
pects of enhancing the experience via interaction and visualization
are critical, if developing user-centered VR applications.

Few examples exist in the field of VR for audio applications.
[19] allow user’s observation and navigation control with focus on
human perception of sound and color, while [14] visualizes sound
fields with see-through head-mounted displays to facilitate their
understanding. [20] emphasize the importance of understanding
audiovisual perception to develop interactive virtual reality systems
in the context of audio visualizations.

In addition to these works, depth cues are substantial to create
presence for the user and intensify the immersive experience [10].
VR is also used to visualize room acoustics [6] and planning sounds
in urban design [20].

3 VAD IN VR
The challenge for VisualAudioDesign is to bring the user closer to
an understanding in the virtual environment. Since common visual-
ization tools primarily rely on 2D visualizations, full-immersive 3D
environments are rather new to the user. Thereby, the core idea is
to combine strengths of 2D and 3D representations, as well as their
inherited benefits: 2D can be utilized to gain a quick overview of
the whole problem space, whereas 3D is more suitable for detailed
investigations on specific points. These aspects refer to the idea of
emersive and immersive representations [12].

A paper prototypewas build to examine the usage of a 3D spectro-
gram for VR and how gestures for natural interaction are perceived
by the user.

Figure 2: Spectrum (colored edge) with indication of the tem-
poral progression (visible paper).

3.1 Paper Prototype
The design prototype (see Fig. 1) is made of structured paper. This
way, mountains can be folded. These peaks and valleys represents
a 3D spectrogram.

Immersion grants the potential to move freely in the data set.
Different views at the spectrogram offer variable meanings (see
Fig. 1). Looking at the frequency-magnitude plane (orthogonal
projection, so that the time-axis collapses) a spectrum analyzer

Figure 3: Natural interaction with a 3D-spectrogram. (a) pa-
per sheet - 3D-spectrogram, (b) push, (c) rotate/flip, (d) free
view, (e) flatten, (f) squeeze, (g) crunch whole, (h) crunch
partly, (i) nip, (j) rip, (k) interchange, (l) overlap/arrange.
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Figure 4: Immersive point of view within the data - climber metaphor: standing on a mountain top.

(cf. Fig. 2) is given and is modifiable via an equalizer. At the time-
frequency plane the 3D spectrogram flattens to a 2D spectrogram.
At the time-magnitude plane a waveform can be visualized and
the amplitudes are manipulated. The data is displayed with no
occlusion or perspective deformation.

All orthogonal projected planes (i.e. spectrum, 2D spectrogram,
and waveform) are associated with operational emersive tasks. A
2D spectrogram is also useful as a map to improve wayfinding [5].

In contrast, standing on a mountain-top (see Fig. 4) provides an
immersive insight into spectral data and allows a creative handling.
In addition, manipulations of the 3D spectrogram’s spectral data
with natural and metaphoric interactions are immersive tasks.

3.2 Natural Interaction
A small design study suggests different natural interactions (ma-
nipulative gestures) with paper representing the 3D spectrogram
(see Fig. 3). The meaning according to similar manipulated spectral
data are explained in Tab. 1 briefly.

Furthermore, the hand is not limited to interact with the 3D
spectrogram from a single perspective. Especially in case of working
with bi-manual gestures, one hand can push from above and the
other from below to shape the spectral data (see Fig. 5).

3.3 Metaphoric Interaction
When thinking of shaping mountains, metaphoric interactions are
conceivable. If water (or sand) is poured in a valley, the valley is
filled up. This raises the magnitudes in the affected area and thereby
a temporal and band-limited noise is added. In case of cutting a

Figure 5: Bi-manual manipulation of the 3D spectrogram -
from one side (left) and both sides (right) of the surface.

mountain-top, it leads to a temporal and band-limited distorted
overdrive effect.

A virtual lamp tool manipulates shadows (cf. Fig. 6). By doing so,
reverberation, ducking, and frequency-masking like filtering can
be created. The light source’s angle according to the spectrogram
determines the length of the shadow and the distance to the spectro-
gram determines the softness. For instance, in case of reverberation
the shadow length corresponds to the room size (i.e. reverberation
length) and the softness corresponds to the damping and diffusion.

3.4 Prototypical Implementation
Developing a prototypical implementation is the next step to ex-
plore andmanipulate 3D spectrograms in VR. To give users a reliable
tactile and spatial feedback of the interactions VR-controller are
used for precise inputs. To enhance performance of given tasks
an horizon [12] and a virtual room as a reference frame [18] are
implemented for better orientation.

Interaction Description

paper sheet (a) initial state

push (b) shelving-/notch-filter

rotate/flip (c) reorders bands or inverts
audio signal

free view (d) analyzing data

flatten (e) clears spectrogram, removes
magnitudes

squeeze (f) stretches and condenses
spectral data

crunch whole (g) creates noise

crunch partly (h) creates noise at specific time
and bandwidth

nip (i)
creates a burst (vertical nip), or
a sinusoidal sound (has a fixed
frequency, if nip is horizontal)

rip (j)
cuts the audio signal at a specific
time, or cuts out a
specific spectral area

interchange (k) arranges audio or spectral area

overlap/arrange (l) fades/morphs and
arranges/transposes spectral data

Table 1: The following alphabetic notation (a) to (l) refers to
the equivalent sub-image in Fig. 3.
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Figure 6: Shadows demonstrate the temporal masking.

The data set for the prototype is created from a 2D spectrogram,
which serves as heightmap. Manipulations on the 3D spectrogram
are transferred to its 2D counterpart to perform the inverse trans-
formation.

4 CONCLUSIONS
With a paper prototype novel interaction for VisualAudioDesign in
VR are demonstrated and natural gestures are proposed. VisualAu-
dioDesign is promising in the field of sound design applications, i.e.
for sound textures [22], arrangement, and manipulations in general.
Also, with spectrograms in VR a playful knowledge transfer of how
audio is structured can be achieved for ambitious students, as well as
visitors in the context of museums dealing with electric-acoustical
exhibits.

In future works the user experience of VisualAudioDesign inter-
action techniques and interfaces will be investigated to achieve a
creative and comprehensible audio design.
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